
12/7/69 

Mr. Mamma J. Kelley 
set. Sir., Trotectuve Intelligence 

F../..34cret Srvice 	• 
Washington, J.C. 20z26 

Deer .r. Ieiley, 

Were I engaged in td* cork I  do for ego gratification or other 
personal or selfish reasons, I'd be offended at your letter of .*comber 4, 

which is on insult to my intellietkos and a self-defametion of yours. It 
leeves me no choice but to take it *pert and mks s. rdeord od its non...res.. 

pensiveness and, indeed, whet a suspicious person m144 characterize as 
deceptivenees. I do not have a low opinionmf year intelligence or capacity, 
so I assume this not to have been accidental*  

Tour concluding Benton**, pretendedly addressed to ell but one of the 
many proper questions rased in my letter of 11/24, is the only response to any of 
teem but one: the illegible ports of toe one document, the deethicertificate. 
That sentence reeds, in full, "Our file simply does not contain the/ ()Wier 

-information or explanations you requested." 

Igoe' my by aowenfortunately extensive experience vita government by 
semantics, I immediately wonder about the first two words, "our" and "ills", 

especially when you in this case sign yourself as "Assistant Director, Prot-active 
Intelligence" ( but on the stationery of the "dittos of the Director"), whereas 

your previous letter, on the *me lotto:heed, identifies you as -tostotant 
Director" only. Iron this 1 think it is not unreasonable to wonder if all you..,  

are saying is that a single  file in protective intelligence does not aontoiathe 
information I seek, tee government tins, and under the law must provide me. 

Because I seek truth not scandal, sent to see justice dons with no 

unnecessary injustice, i hz:ve undertaken to be forthright with you reeple, even 
though this we* net to my personal interest or benefit. If you ore familiar with 

the earlier correspondence, 1  indicated en intention to go t7., court 
to get whet 

the law guarantees me. If you did not so understand this, than please accept isit/ 

sincere assurances this is not only my intention but I have s$rrunged for coun 1. 

Now I would like you and =,-ir. Rowley to 341c yourselves what your positions personally 

ehd us responsible officiuls of the Secret service will be, whit image of tne 

Secret Service will be oast, if and when in a court proceeding, to take but one or 

the abundant such instences,it comes out thet the Secret Services says it does n
ot 

have, does hat keow where any cop

y 

of the receipt it signed for the photographs and 

A-rdys of the so-called autopsy o a President of the United States is4 -,,.e I was 

freak to tell you, every official **counting of this film is contradicted by every 
other ens, end official records in my possession. :41 I also told you under d

ate of 

11/24, indicate "these paper, were directed be you". If this is mot enough to dis-

turb you, odd to it the foliar, of the Secret Service to respond in tog way to my 

proper question about Aleut what happened to the pictures ih processing, these same 

pictures turned over to it for "safekeeping'!. 



Should you or sir. Rowley desire, i can go into just ab
out all the 

requests ' nave made of toe Secret 5ervice in identical or similar feshion. I 

would hope teia is not the ease, but if you ror one minute doubt it, t::8knie. 

here 1 refer not alone to my letter of 11/24. 

But with regard to the letter of 11/24, there is not a single question 

I asked that is unequivocally answered by your single, evasive sentence, 
end 

there is not a single one to which you cannot make specific, unequivocal response. 

I am not a lawyer, but I have consulted end retained o
ne of unquestionable 

competenCe. lie agrees with my belief that each and every item* is covered by 

tha freedom of Information law, that each one is outsi
de eny proper invocation of 

any of its restrictive provisions. ee is en authentic exert on this perticuler 

law, having been general counsel of the Senate Committ
ee when*, it come, So, I.  

ask that you reread my letter and provide the meaningful envier that without eel 

possibility of doubt you or oteers in the Secret Service can end should. I ask 

that you do this promptly, for this is the requirement of the cited law, unnecessary 

delay in itself being a violation, end I stongly encou
rage you to review the 

entire file of correspondence in the same =neer and for toe same purpose. It is 

not my desire or intent to embarrass you, kr. Rowley or the Secret Service. • 

There is a strange inappropriateness in ell of this, for I. am the 

one writer working in the fiad who hes expressed any 
sympathy for the Secret 

Service and its employees and the one who has gone out of his way to 
defend 

them against foul charges falsely made rather widely. If you are not aware of 

this, others in your egency ere, and I appreciate their expressions of thanks 

delivered indirectly. 

In any ev'nt, I hope you can to persuaded that the time
 for shebtly 

games with words is past. I also suggest that meny re
putations end futures ere • 

deeply involved end m,y well be through coming g
enerations. esceuEe 1.do not for 

a minute believe that anyone in the Secret Service was in any way responsible for 

the assassination, wanted it or could in any way have preventeI it, save by 

prohibiting this trip (and I do have proof it bed as m
uch reason in advance 

here as it did in two other contem,oransous instances where it did take action), 

in the past I have offered to eiscuse the fruits of my investigation with .4. Rowley. 

ee has seen fit to reject this offer, shims is his right. I  now extend it to you, 

realizing you cannot do it without his approval. heeever, the situation tea changed, 

and ' now attach two conditions: that my lawyer approve end that yoga underta
ke to 

ensure me that nothing you learn from me goes any furt
her without my specific 

agreement. 

Whether you accept this offer or not, I hope the evesi
one, eenivoestions 

and flame statements on this subject ere ell in the pa
st. I expect meaningful, 

specific responses to the reouests I have made or spec
ific reasons in seek case 

Vs' not providing them. 

Sincerely, 

iierold Meisberg 


